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MASTERCLASS 4

HOW TO LOSE 5LBS
IN 48 HOURS

T

his class will teach you the secrets of
how to pose to look instantly slimmer!

It’s a trojan horse strategy but one that will
give you so much confidence and make
you look 5lbs slimmer - instantly. If you
practice the techniques that I teach in
this masterclass, you will feel much more
confident when someone whips out a
camera and points it in your direction.
The first thing you need to know		
is that clenching your butt or
stomach actually makes them look ten
times bigger and a hundred times worse.
To make your stomach appear smaller, you
must stretch your hips back and lift your
chest up. Then, suck in your stomach until
your ribs hurt.
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The worst thing you can do to make your

When I walk across the beach in a thong bikini,

stomach look better is crunch it or slouch.

I walk slowly, crisscrossing my feet in front

Even if you have rolls of fat, they are going

and trying to walk lightly so my butt doesn’t

to appear instantly smaller and smoother

jiggle. I imagine someone has a fish hook on

if you elongate them. Practice this in the

the back of my bikini pants, trying to lift me

mirror many many times and you’ll soon feel

up by them. By elongating the back of my butt

confident doing it!

and legs and walking slowly and deliberately,
everything naturally just looks better, slimmer,

It’s the same with your butt. We think if we

and more toned! Lifting your hips back also

clench it, it will make it appear smaller and

has the effect of lengthening your torso. So

better. It doesn’t. What makes your butt look

all you have to do is lift your chest, roll your

better is if you stick it out and try to lift it for

shoulders back and suck in your belly to make

photos when standing and when walking.

your stomach slimmer and your butt tighter.
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I

n photos, it’s important to push your hips

To take a good photo, you must follow the

back, not slouch them forward. Slouchy

exact tips I’ve given you above. Do not be

hips is a very catwalk model pose which we

afraid, when someone wants to take your

have all seen over the years and appear

photo, to POSE! Adjust your footing and body

to think is the way to stand. It’s not. The

to show it in the best possible light. Good

slouchy hip pose only works if you are a size 0.

photos do not happen by accident. Believe

Otherwise, you just look messy.

it or not, I have spent years practicing smiling
in the mirror so that when someone takes
a picture of me, it will look attractive. (If you
want, my top tip for this is to open your mouth
ever so slightly when smiling and lift your
eyebrows gently to open your face. Your smile
will look and seem fake in real life, but it will
look amazing in a photo, which is the whole
point of the photo!)

HERE ARE SOME VIDEOS WHICH WILL
HELP YOU TO POSE BETTER IN PHOTOS.
Î How to make your abs look amazing
Î The Butt Lift
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